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Overview and key finding

 Main finding: Cities and towns with higher BlackPop% pay higher borrowing costs: 

+.44bps ($4.6K per-year) in total annualized costs 

 BlackPop median: 7.4 percent

 Sample: Rated Direct issues (3K+ Cities/counties), 66.5K+ bonds, State*Year FE

 We face several empirical challenges including: Endog, Difficulty to measure tastes 

(racial resentment) and statistical discrimination (credit, liquidity, etc)

 We use 1980 BlackPop, various measures of racial resentment, time-variation, and 

the bond controls standard in the literature (credit, liquidity, muni controls, etc)

 Why does racial discrimination increase municipal borrowing cost?

 Endog: (BlackPop1980), Market Structure (Tax Priv, Shorting), Default Free (robust), 

Tax Adjs (0.97bps)

 Also found for Latino Pop (out of sample)

 Suggests: limited competition can enable racial bias to influence muni prices



• Minority borrowers pay higher car loan rates, despite having lower default rates (Butler 

et al, 2020)

• Black-owned homes devalued (~ $48K, Perry, Rothwell, and Harshbarger, 2018)

Racial bias can reduce financial inclusion in 

credit markets



 Diverse municipalities 

 Key idea: bias affects credit risk 

(Dougal et al 2019) and liquidity 

(offering size) (R&T, 2011)

 Lower voter support for spending 

when minorities are expected to 

benefit (Alesina et al. 1999)

 (-) bond elections, (+) larger offers 

(coalition building) (Rugh and 

Trounstine, 2011) 

 (+) pricing discounts (Longstaff, 

2011)

 Bergstresser et al. (2013) – no 

credit rating evidence that diverse 

municipalities are riskier 

How can perceived credit risk complicate 

issuance costs?



Economic Setting

 Rated Direct Offers (SDC 1990 – 2019), link to US Census (race and ethnicity)

 Key idea: Rated Bonds, Directly associated with cities and counties that issue

 How can discrimination operate in our setting? Taste and Statistical

 Taste-Based: +Black residents ≠ riskier

 Stat-based: Priced lower regardless of demographics (riskier, less liquid, etc)

 Important points: No credit rating evidence that diverse municipalities are riskier 

(Bergstresser et al. (2013) 

 For example, in our sample: +BlackPop% look less risky (Bigger Population, Higher 

Employment, Higher Income) (next slides)

 Also, no evidence with ratings’ downgrades or lower credit ratings (Badu et al., 

1996)



 Municipal Bonds (SDC, 

Global Public Finance 

Database)

 Sample selection:

 66,502 rated-direct 

offers (1990-2019)

 Keep: direct issues by 

county/parish (issuer 

type 11), city/town 

/village (type 12)

 Drop: state/ agency 

issuers, non-missing 

price or gross spread 

Sample Snapshot (From Table 1)



Table 1 (Issuer Descriptive Stats)

Key point: Economic 

theory would predict 

lower, not higher costs

Higher BlackPop% 

• Larger (pop)

• +Income per capita 

• + Employment 

• But, have higher 

levels of racial 

resentment and racist 

tweets



What do we do?

 We predict +BlackPop% increases ATC due to racial bias

 Taste Based: Predicts: + Racial Resentment (states and time-periods)

 Stat Based: Predicts: +Credit risk, +Large offers, -/+Maturity

 How do we attempt to identify Taste and Stat Discrimination?

 Credit risk: standard controls (Butler et al 2009) (BEA – income, employment)

 Liquidity risk: offer size (Longstaff, 2011), Maturity (Bond Years) 

 Taste: Racial bias: Resentment measures (Cooperate Congressional Election Study) 

(Ansolabehere, 2012; Dougal et al., 2019); Racist tweets following Obama’s second 

presidential election (Zook 2012) (Main idea: States)

 Elections (Presidential Election Cycles of Obama 2008, 2012 and Trump 2016) –

Pew and Gallup Surveys suggests changing levels of racial resentment during 

these election cycles; Gubernatorial Elections (Main idea: Time Periods)

 Market structure: State tax privilege (Schultz, 2012; Babina et al., 2021) 

 Bankruptcy protection: (Gao et al., 2019)



Main Regression Specification

 County Controls: Log(total population), per capita income, per capital employment

 Bond Controls: Ln(issue amount), ln(maturity), issuers long-term credit rating

 Indicators: Callable, Sinkable, Pre-refunded, Competitive issues, General Obligation, 

Federal Tax Exempt, Insured

 Indicator for four or more CUSIPS packaged in the same issue (Coalition building)

 State*Year FE (account for any local effects and compare bonds within the same 

state and year)

 All errors clustered by county and year



Table 2: Bond Descriptive Stats

Municipalities 

with higher 

BlackPop% pay 

more and have 

larger issuances 

(relative to 

other issuers in 

the same state 

and year)



Table 3: Main Result

Key finding:

+BlackPop% higher 

costs (relative to 

other muni issuers 

in the same state 

and year)

IV: BlackPop 1980



Table 4: Borrowing Costs, Racial Resentment

Main Hypothesis:

Yes, costs appear 

concentrated in 

states with higher 

levels of racial 

resentment (and 

racist tweets, next 

slide)



Table 4: Borrowing Costs, Racial Resentment

Main Hypothesis: 

Higher costs are 

driven by states 

with higher 

levels of racial 

bias, as captured 

by racists tweets



Table 5: Borrowing Costs, Bond Terms

Table 2Key finding:

Taste and Stat 

discrimination 

matter

Higher costs for 

large offers and 

bonds w/o  

long-term 

ratings (not 

shown on slide)

Largely driven 

by states with 

high racial 

resentment



Table 6: State-Tax Privilege, Competition

Channel:

Taste and Market 

structure 

The costs are 

concentrated in  

states with high 

tax privilege and 

higher racial 

resentment

Suggests taste of 

marginal investor 

are important.



Table 7: Pres Elections, (Time-varying Resent)

Channel:

Rising and falling 

national levels of 

racial resentment

-Surveys predict: 

(-) The costs would 

fall during the 

Obama-cycle (2008, 

2012)

(+) The costs would 

rise during the 

Trump-cycle (2016)



Table 7: Pres Elections, (Time-varying Resent)

Main Hypothesis:

Yes, the costs fall in 

2008, 2012 and rise 

in 2016 election 

cycle

Suggests time 

variation in racial 

resentment can be 

important for 

mispricing



Table 7: Pres Elections, (Time-varying Resent)

Channels:

(-) 2008 and 2012 

are driven by 

states with 

relatively high 

resentment

(+) 2016 driven by 

state with 

relatively low 

resentment

Suggests changing 

levels of racial 

resentment can 

affect municipal 

borrowing costs



Table 8: Gov Elections, (Time-varying Resent)

Key finding:

Higher 

costs for 

states that 

elect Dem 

or Rep Govs

Suggests 

cost are 

not found 

across US 

political 

structures



Table 10: Non-Black Minorities

Key finding:

Higher costs for 

issuers with larger 

proportions of 

Hispanic residents

Suggests pricing 

penalties are not 

exclusive to 

BlackPop%.



 Racial discrimination seems to increase municipal borrowing costs. 

 Suggests that marginal investors’ taste and the municipal bond market’s 

structure can increase municipal borrowing costs 

 +1pp(%) of Black Pop ~+.44bps in total annualized costs relative to peer issuers. 

 Note, BlackPop% is relatively small for the typical issuer (~7.4 percent)

 Large national sample (3K+ issuers, SDC) over long time series (1990 – 2019)

 We find that both taste-based and statistical discrimination matter

 +BlackPop seem less risky, not more: (+pop. Size, +income, +employment). 

 The mispricing is higher in periods of increased racial resentment and in states 

with more segmented markets 

 Consistent with racial bias reducing financial inclusion in credit markets (Butler et 

al (2020), Dougal et al (2019), Pope and Sydnor (2011), Ravina (2008), many others

Conclusion


